
HOW TO WRITE A POLICY RECOMMENDATION REPORT SAMPLE

A policy recommendation is simply written policy advice prepared for some group that or to a municipal
councilâ€”usually must be presented in a standard format. Like other analytical reports, policy recommendation
documents can have a.

Writing Public Policy, 4th edition. Context or Scope of Problem: This section communicates the importance
of the problem and aims to convince the reader of the necessity of policy action. Politics is the only industry
where updating ideas in light of new evidence is considered a negative see all government U turns, ever. Long
considered a benign rite of passage, acne actually has far-reaching effects on the health and well being of
adolescents, significantly affecting success in school, social relationships, and general quality of life. How to
write policy recommendations that influence government 22 Aug , Reading Time: 6 minutes There are over
think tanks in the UK. However, policy briefs are distinctive in several ways. In between the issue and the
recommendation though not necessarily presented between these two in the actual document is the policy
analysis. How long should it last? Chapter 2 provides an insight into day-to-day think tank life, including a
deep dive into the activities that policy professionals perform as part of their roles, from fundraising to
designing policy events, and from blogging to networking. Should government give funding support, export
advice, publicity, or something else? Policy Brief What this handout is about This handout will offer tips for
writing effective policy briefs. Be aware of how policies are made: remember that government policy actors
are interested in making decisions that are practical, cost-effective and socially acceptable. Find me on Twitter
For lots more ideas and information on how UK think tanks operate, my book Working for a Think Tank ,
offers the following content: Chapter 1 explores the current landscape of UK think tanks, defining what they
do and how they differ from one another. You can find their details here. We revise these tips periodically and
welcome feedback. This is a big issue, and too broad to serve as the focus of a policy brief, but it could serve
as a starting point for research. A core goal of many of these organisations is to publish reports and make
recommendations that influence government policy. Does the recommendation seem feasible? Who does this
issue affect? An effective policy brief must propose a solution to a well-defined problem that can be addressed
at the level of policy. If your recommendations include these components they are much more likely to garner
the required change. How do policy briefs differ from other kinds of writing assignments? Unfortunately,
policy influence rarely happens in this manner. Policy-making occurs in an inherently political environment,
so be sure to discuss the interest groups and stakeholders that could be affectedâ€”positively or
negativelyâ€”by policy. They are a form of argument and should reflect the qualities of effective
argumentation. Policy recommendations are the key means through which policy decisions are made in most
levels of government. Words such as use, engage, incorporate etc. This paragraph is far more focused and
concise than the first version. For students, writing a policy report sharpens critical thinking and research
skills. They fulfill a well-defined purpose for an identified audience and are clear, concise, complete and easy
to read. Summarize the Content of Your Report Write an abstract or executive summary, depending on the
required format of your report. So there you have it. Policy recommendations also, of course, include one or
more recommendations. If the priority is social mobility, the aspects of the same idea that reduce inequality
might be emphasised instead. What resources will be needed? How should it be done? Understanding what the
problem is, in the clearest terms possible, will give your reader a reference point. If a recommendation comes
with a multi million pound price tag, that figure should be spelled out, together with where the money could
come from to pay for it. Write about the background of the issue you choose, describing the scope of the
problem to justify the need for government policy action.


